Supplementary Materials and Methods
piggyBlock plasmid DNA (1µgµl -1 ) in TE buffer was placed on Parafilm as droplets (3 µl each) and UV-irradiated as described above at a dose of 800 Jm -2 .
Transfection was performed as described in the main text, using 7µl of irradiated plasmid DNA.
Immunoblot
Cells were lysed with RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mMNaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) supplemented with mammalian protease inhibitor and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails (Sigma), and total protein concentration in each extract was measured by BCA protein assay (Thermo scientific). Cell lysates were fractionated by SDS-PAGE, after which they were transferred to a PVDF membrane and probed with an antibody against Phospho-Chk1 Ser345 (Cell Signaling Technology #2341). The membrane was then stripped and re-probed with an antibody against Chk1
(Cell Signaling Technology #2360)). Proteins were visualized using SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce).
Real Time PCR
Total RNA was extracted using Perfect-Pure RNA cultured cells kit (5-PRIME) and reverse-transcribed using MultiScribe reverse transcription kit (Life Technologies). 5ng
were used for PCR amplification using SYBR Green (KAPA biosystems 
Simulation of lesion bypass outcome quantification
The simulation was performed for a single lesion (in one strand). It models lesion bypass by three possible mechanisms: HDR, accurate TLS (A-TLS) or Mutagenic TLS (M-TLS). We assume that only a single mutagenic signature can occur (the dominant mutation signature) and that the lesion strand survives all cell divisions.
A bypass scenario is one particular flow of bypass reactions, starting with genome replication and division of the first, lesion containing cell and continuing with subsequent cell divisions and bypass reactions, to form a colony. The number of possible bypass scenarios is 3 n (because there are 3 possible bypass reactions, and n cell divisions). An example of a specific bypass scenario is presented in Supplementary Fig. 3 .
The bypass signature of a scenario is determined by the first bypass reaction occurring during the first cell division as follows:
• 'HDR signature' represents a scenario in which the first bypass reaction was HDR. This first HDR reaction yields a sequence that we define as 'HDR sequence'. The following bypass reactions can be any of the three bypass options, which may cause the 'HDR signature' to be different from the 'HDR sequence' (see below).
• "A-TLS signature" represents a scenario in which the first bypass reaction was A-TLS. This accurate TLS reaction during the first cell division yields a sequence that we term 'A-TLS sequence'. The following bypass reactions can be any of the three bypass options, which may cause the 'A-TLS signature' to be different from the 'A-TLS sequence' (see below).
• "M-TLS signature" represents a scenario in which the first bypass reaction was M-TLS. This mutagenic TLS reaction occurring during the first cell division yields a sequence that we term 'M-TLS sequence'. The following bypass reactions can be any of the three bypass options, which may cause the 'M-TLS signature' to be different from the 'M-TLS sequence' (see below).
The number of cells in a colony may vary. Since colonies are incubated for 13-16 days during puromycin selection, we expect them to undergo ~12-15 cell divisions before their sequence is analyzed. We performed simulations for 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 cell divisions To calculate the expected sequence signature of a colony in which a specific bypass scenario occurred (the 'bypass signature'), we sum the numbers of cells in that colony with each of the three possible bypass sequences, as follows. The lesion-free parental strand yields 2 (n-1) cells, with a sequence identical to the 'HDR sequence'. The parental strand containing the lesion undergoes n lesion bypass reactions. A bypass reaction at a particular replication event is denoted by B (B=1,2…to n). The number of lesion-free progeny cells that a specific B reaction generates equals 2 (n-1-B) , where B=(1 to (n-1)). The n=B situation refers to the last cell still containing the lesion (See Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
The sequence of the progeny cells from each bypass step B was determined using the following rules (See also Supplementary Fig. 3 ):
1. Bypass reaction that occurs in the first cell division (B=1), yields a 'HDR sequence', 'A-TLS sequence' or 'M-TLS' sequence for HDR, A-TLS and M-TLS reactions respectively.
2. The sequences of the subset of progeny cells that result from the persisting lesion strand are determined by subsequent bypass reactions B=2 to B=n. 2c. HDR reaction will leave the progeny cells' signature unchanged.
To determine the bypass scenario signature, we sum the number of cells that have the same bypass sequence and divide by the total number of cells in the scenario (2 n ).
Since the limit of detection of the sequencer is ~10% of the sequencing peak size, sequences attributed to ≤12.5% of the total cells in the scenario are considered in the simulation to be 'background'.
In cases where there is no M-TLS (as in the case of TT-CPD presented in this study) the expected bypass signature includes:
(1) 'A-TLS signature' consisting of two overlapping peaks, with 50% A-TLS sequence and 50% HDR sequence. 2b. 'HDR signature' with a single peak appearance (87.5% to <100% HDR and ≤12.5% A-TLS background) resulting from lesion bypass via HDR in the first two replications and at least one A-TLS reaction during the 3 rd replication onward.
2c. 'HDR signature' with two-peak appearance, including two overlapping peaks with a ratio of 3:1 between the HDR and the A-TLS peak (75%HDR:25% A-TLS). This result is expected in scenarios for which a TLS reaction occurred during the second replication, and possibly also in subsequent replications.
With lesions such as BP-G, for which any of the three bypass reactions can occur, the expected signatures are more complex. A fraction of M-TLS and A-TLS will yield signatures that cannot be distinguished (3 peaks ~25%A-TLS : ~25%M-TLS: 50% HDR). Since for M-TLS these signatures are expected to be the major ones, in the simulation we consider these ambiguous signatures as M-TLS signature. In the current study, since the frequency of M-TLS was very low, we did not observe, as expected, such ambiguous signatures. Rather we observed only the main 'M-TLS signature' consisting of 2 peaks (37.5-50%M-TLS : 50% HDR and 0-12.5% A-TLS 'background'). The main 'A-TLS signature' and 'HDR signature' were like the ones described above (see also Supplementary Data 2).
As can be seen in Supplementary Data 2, all 5 simulations for (n=2 to n=6) yielded similar results. This is because the main bypass reactions that contribute to the bypass scenario signature are the ones that occur during the first three replications.
Subsequent events contribute only a small fraction of the sequences in the scenario.
Supplementary Data 3 is an active excel file with 729 bypass scenarios (n=6), in which specific hypothetical extents of HDR, A-TLS and M-TLS can be introduced to calculate the expected bypass extents. The results of the simulation are presented in Supplementary   Fig. 4 , which shows the relationship between the extent of each bypass reaction and the extent predicted by the simulation model. Supplementary Fig. S1 . Relative expression of key pluripotency markers in embryonic stem cells by Real-Time PCR: Gene expression was compared to MEFs, and normalized to expression of two constitutive genes: mHPRT (black bars) and mRLP19 (grey bars). Tables   Supplementary Table S1 . TT 
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